Electron-beam evaporated silicon as a top contact for molecular electronic device fabrication†
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This paper discusses the electronic properties of molecular devices made using covalently bonded molecular layers on carbon surfaces with evaporated silicon top contacts. The Cu “top contact” of previously reported carbon/molecule/Cu devices was replaced with e-beam deposited Si in order to avoid Cu oxidation or electromigration, and provide further insight into electron transport mechanisms. The fabrication and characterization of the devices is detailed, including a spectroscopic assessment of the molecular layer integrity after top contact deposition. The electronic, optical, and structural properties of the evaporated Si films are assessed in order to determine the optical gap, work function, and film structure, and show that the electron beam evaporated Si films are amorphous and have suitable conductivity for molecular junction fabrication. The electronic characteristics of Si top contact molecular junctions made using different molecular layer structures and thicknesses are used to evaluate electron transport in these devices. Finally, carbon/molecule/silicon devices are compared to analogous carbon/molecule/metal junctions and the possible factors that control the conductance of molecular devices with differing contact materials are discussed.

1. Introduction

Charge transport across nanoscopic molecular layers has been studied using a variety of experimental paradigms.1-6 In contrast to studies using spectroscopic measurements of bridge-mediated donor/acceptor systems5 or measurements of the redox kinetics at chemically modified electrodes,7-10 a molecular electronic junction usually relies on direct electrode-to-molecule contacts to make a complete electronic circuit.1,2,4,11-20 The incorporation of a molecular component directly into a solid state device enables fundamental studies into the parameters that control charge transport across molecules and also opens several avenues in the quest for next-generation electronic devices.

The fabrication of a molecular junction is often carried out using bottom-up approaches. First, a conductive surface is modified with a nanoscopic organic layer, often based on self-assembled monolayers. Next, the circuit is completed by depositing conducting contacts onto the top of the molecular layer. Numerous methods for top contact deposition have been employed, including the direct evaporation of metals onto the layer1,11,21-23 and more complex procedures that seek to minimize perturbing the molecules in the organic layer.17,24

Central in many of these cases is how the contacts influence the electronic behaviour of the finished junction.25 The chemical, physical, and electronic properties of the contact material can impact the response of the device, as can interactions of the molecular layer with the contacts, including possibly destructive or structure-altering forces.

Several methods have been developed to circumvent disrupting the structure of the molecular layer, including the use of conductive polymer top contacts,24 liquid metals,26-29 and other techniques.5 We have been exploring the use of an alternative method for making molecular junctions utilizing conductive carbon films with diazonium-derived molecular layers.1,11,23-29 Direct deposition of copper metal onto the top of the molecular layers in a cross-bar format produces large area (∼0.4 × 0.4 mm) junctions that have high yield (90% or greater) and are reproducible (the relative standard deviation, or RSD, of the current density at 0.1 V is < 15%).1,11 The very flat conducting carbon substrate (with a root mean square, or rms, roughness of < 0.5 nm) and the strong covalent C–C bond between the substrate and molecular layer result in good reproducibility and thermal tolerance. The integrity of the molecular layer after metal deposition has been verified spectroscopically,32,33 and completed devices can be cycled between 5 and 450 K without significant changes in electronic behaviour.1 The electronic properties of the carbon/molecule/Cu devices made with direct Cu deposition are very similar to those made with a “soft” surface diffusion-based
deposition method.\textsuperscript{31} Transport in such junctions is consistent with quantum mechanical tunnelling through a barrier defined by the offset between the contact Fermi level and the molecular HOMO.\textsuperscript{3}

Although carbon/molecule/Cu molecular junctions exhibit reproducible electronic behaviour consistent with tunnelling, metals are often problematic in microelectronics due to potential oxidation or electromigration.\textsuperscript{34} The industry often uses “covalent conductors” such as titanium nitride and Ti/W alloys as conductors in microelectronic circuits to avoid such problems.

The current paper outlines experiments investigating electron-beam deposited silicon (e-Si) films to replace Cu as the top contact in molecular junctions. Si is covalent and does not migrate in high electric fields, and its distinct electronic properties compared to Cu may provide further insight into electron transport mechanisms. The e-Si is characterized using conductivity measurements, UV/vis and Raman spectroscopy, and other techniques. The electronic characteristics of carbon/molecule/Si/Au junctions are evaluated as a function of molecular structure and thickness, and over a range of temperatures (77–400 K). Although numerous investigations have been reported using crystalline Si as a substrate in molecular electronics (a recent and excellent review is available),\textsuperscript{16} the disordered e-Si films used here should have substantially different properties. With this in mind, we compare the electronic characteristics of the e-Si top contact devices with that for Cu and comment on the possible causes for the observed differences in conductivity. Finally, we outline possible consequences of the use of e-Si in the quest to understand the parameters that control charge transport in molecular electronic junctions.

2. Experimental

The bottom-up approach for fabricating molecular junctions follows our earlier reports,\textsuperscript{1,11,23,36} but uses Si as a top contact. Patterned pyrolyzed photoresist films (PPF) are produced on an insulating substrate (thermally oxidized Si wafers or polished quartz) by standard lithographic patterning of photoresist into 0.5 mm lines. After patterning, the photoresist is pyrolyzed by heating to 1100 °C under a constant flow of 5% H\textsubscript{2} in N\textsubscript{2}, holding for 1 h, and cooling to room temperature. PPF is structurally and electronically similar to glassy carbon, which has been used in electrochemistry for several decades.\textsuperscript{35–37} PPF has a lower density of electronic states than a metal, but no band gaps, and a resistivity of ~0.006 Ω-cm.\textsuperscript{35,37,38} The PPF surface is disordered but very flat (typically < 0.5 nm rms roughness over a 10 × 10 μm area), and very uniform molecular layers may be formed on PPF by diazonium reduction.\textsuperscript{39}

Deposition of aromatic molecular layers onto PPF is carried out by the electrochemical reduction of diazonium reagents, as described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{1} In addition, the oxidation of aliphatic amines was used to deposit alkane-based molecular layers as described recently.\textsuperscript{39} Molecules used to construct electronic junctions include azobenzene (AB), nitroazobenzene (NAB), and octylamine. Since both methods for depositing molecular layers can result in multilayers, molecular layer thicknesses were measured using an AFM “scratching” method.\textsuperscript{38} To complete the junction, 30 nm Si (0.99999 pure) and 20 nm Au (0.9999 pure) were deposited sequentially via electron beam evaporation through shadow masks oriented in perpendicular lines ~0.4 mm in width. The pressure during deposition was ~5 × 10\textsuperscript{-6} Torr and the deposition rate was ~0.1 nm s\textsuperscript{-1}. Junction areas measured after fabrication are ~0.0012 to 0.0017 cm\textsuperscript{2}, depending on the particular shadow mask used to deposit the top contact.

Raman spectroscopy was carried out using a custom-built spectrometer that is described elsewhere\textsuperscript{40} or a Thermo/Nicolet Raman microscope. Optically transparent PPF\textsuperscript{41,42} (OTPPF) used in backside Raman\textsuperscript{32,33,43} is made by pyrolysis of diluted photoresist (5% v/v in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate) on quartz (Q) substrates. A molecular layer of NAB, which has a very strong Raman scattering profile,\textsuperscript{44} was deposited using reduction of the diazonium precursor onto the Q/OTPPF sample. Finally, half of this sample was masked using aluminium foil and 30 nm of Si was deposited onto the un-masked surface. Raman spectra were then collected through the substrate in both Si-coated and non-coated areas.

DC electrical measurements were carried out using 4-wire mode with either a Keithley 2602A or a custom-built LabView (National Instruments) measurement system immediately after removing the devices from the evaporation chamber in order to obtain consistent results. Device conductance is observed to decrease with time (see supplemental information Fig. S-1 and associated discussion). In all cases the drive voltage is placed on the PPF and the $J$–$V$ curves plot the voltage of the PPF versus the top contact.\textsuperscript{45}

3. Results and discussion

In order to investigate any structural changes to the molecular layer caused by the direct evaporation of top contact materials, we have developed techniques to probe the molecular structure at a buried interface using Raman spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{32,33} Fig. 1 shows an overlay of Raman spectra for a molecular layer of NAB on optically transparent PPF, obtained through the substrate, without (black curve) and with (red curve) a 30 nm layer of evaporated Si. These spectra were both obtained from the same sample through the ~50% transparent PPF substrate. The black spectrum was obtained from an area that was masked from Si deposition while the red spectrum was obtained from an
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**Fig. 1** Raman spectra for NAB chemisorbed on optically transparent PPF (OTPPF) obtained through the substrate without (black curve) and with (red curve) a 30 nm layer of Si deposited via direct electron beam evaporation.
area coated with 30 nm Si (the same thickness used in the fabrication of junctions). Notably, the signature for NAB is observed after direct deposition of Si, with no significant changes in the intensities or ratio of intensities of any of the Raman bands (Table S-1 in the supplementary information lists peak assignments for the Raman bands of NAB). Similar results were obtained when a 40 nm layer of metal (Al) was evaporated on top of the 30 nm Si layer without breaking vacuum. These results indicate that NAB survives the direct deposition of Si with no detectable changes in its molecular structure.

Fig. 2 shows the average current density-voltage (J–V) curves for several junctions of PPF/AB(3.8)/Si(30)/Au(20) (numbers in parenthesis are thicknesses in nm) from two different chips (see Fig. S-2 in the supplemental information for an overlay of all 8 junctions from each chip). Typically, 3 or 4 out of 4 tested devices on a chip yielded non-shorted and stable J–V curves, and overall yields (where a working device is defined as a non-shorted junction with a stable, non-linear J–V curve) were quite high, exceeding 90% for the 68 devices tested during this study (see Table S-2 in supplemental information). The RSD in Fig. 2 is below 30% throughout the entire voltage range. This junction-to-junction variation is similar to our recent reports using Cu metal as a top contact.1 In addition, the batch-to-batch variation in current density is typically within a factor of ~2 (see supplemental information Fig. S-3, which shows overlays of J–V curves from five different batches), which is also similar to our previous reports using Cu metal top contacts.1 These levels of variation can be expected based on the spatial distribution of the tunnel distance across the junction46 taking into account the level of roughness of the contacts (<0.5 nm) and the averaging of J across the large area of these junctions. The general shape of the J–V curves for the e-Si top contact devices are similar to that for the Cu top contact devices, although the current magnitude is significantly lower (as discussed in more detail below).

It is important to note that the J–V curves for PPF/molecule/Si devices are approximately symmetric at all bias values. Analysis of Fig. 2 yields rectification ratios (i.e., the quotient of the absolute values of J for positive bias to negative bias) of 1.6 at 3 V. Transport controlled by a metal/semiconductor interface can either be ohmic or rectifying, and the level of symmetry shown in Fig. 2 indicates that the e-Si films make non-rectifying contacts. In addition, this result also indicates the lack of a significant Schottky barrier between the e-Si and Au film, which is consistent with an amorphous Si layer lacking a well-defined band structure. These results imply that the e-Si film can be treated as a conductive medium for making contact to molecular layers. Although the symmetry indicates that the molecular layer may control the transport, the properties of the e-Si film may still impact the overall conductance of the junction through a variety of mechanisms. In order to de-convolute the role played by the molecular component and the contacts, we have fabricated a series of junctions containing different molecular layer thicknesses and structures, used different e-Si thicknesses, measured J–V curves as a function of temperature, and assessed various properties of the e-Si film. Analysis of these disparate effects on junction conductance permits determination of a “molecular signature” relating structure to conductance.

Fig. 3 shows a series of J–V curves for PPF/AB/Si devices with different molecular layer thicknesses. The current density decreases exponentially with thickness (see Fig. S-4 in the supplemental information), indicating that quantum mechanical tunneling is a likely transport mechanism. The attenuation factor (β) determined from this figure is 2.3 nm−1, while a series of junctions containing NAB molecules yielded 2.5 nm−1 (see Fig. S-5 in the supplemental information for NAB data). These values are consistent with previous measurements of β for transport across conjugated, diazonium-derived molecular layers using a variety of methods. For example, in molecular junctions similar to those reported here but with Cu metal top contacts,1 β for these molecules was 2.5 nm−1 for both AB and NAB. Electron transport measurements carried out using a redox couple in solution at carbon electrodes modified with biphenyl and nitro biphenyl yielded β = 2.2 nm−1. The good agreement between the attenuation factors for the different junctions implies a
common transport mechanism. Furthermore, it serves as one indication that transport in the PPF/molecule/Si devices reported here is substantially influenced by the molecular component.

Several possible electron transport mechanisms are strongly temperature dependent, while others have weak T-dependence. Fig. 4 shows an Arrhenius plot for an e-Si top contact molecular junction containing a 3.8 nm layer of AB obtained over the range from 100 to 400 K (see supplemental information Fig. S-6 for an additional Arrhenius plot for a different junction). $J$ increased less than 30% for this temperature range, yielding an Arrhenius slope of $\sim 8$ meV for temperatures above 200 K, and $\sim 1.5$ meV for lower temperatures. These apparent barriers are small compared to most molecular rearrangements or reactions, and are consistent with a tunneling mechanism. Although the small increase in $J$ with temperature might have a variety of origins, the slight increase in current at higher temperature is consistent with the effect of temperature on the carrier distribution around the Fermi level of the contacts, as discussed recently. In any case, the results in Fig. 4 indicate that quantum mechanical tunneling is likely the primary charge transport mechanism, similar to previously reported junctions with Cu top contacts and implying a common transport mechanism.

To test if the e-Si film plays a role in limiting the conductance of the junctions, the thickness of the e-Si was varied while keeping the other parameters constant. Fig. 5 shows a series of three $J$–$V$ curves for a 3.8 nm layer of AB with different thicknesses of e-Si (20 nm of Au was deposited onto the e-Si). The $J$–$V$ curves in Fig. 5 show no difference for the different e-Si layer thicknesses tested. This result further indicates that the e-Si film serves as a conductive layer that makes ohmic contact with the molecules and that the electrical characteristics of the junction depend mainly on the molecular layer.

The results in Fig. 3–5 indicate that quantum mechanical tunneling is a likely mechanism for charge transport across the molecular layers. In order to determine limits for the contribution of the e-Si to junction conductance, we have assessed various electronic characteristics of e-Si alone made with the same e-beam process. Using a 4-point probe, the resistivity of a 30 nm e-Si film on quartz at room temperature was $3300 \pm 300 \, \Omega \, \text{cm}$ (the resistivity values varied from 2879 to 3840 for different positions on different samples, but the average obtained for several positions on several samples was quite consistent). When translated to the expected resistance of a wire with a 0.0012 cm$^2$ cross sectional area (a typical junction area) a value of 8.25 $\Omega$ is obtained for a 30 nm length. The low-voltage junction resistance values (obtained by evaluating the inverse slope in the range of $\pm 0.1$ V) in Fig. 5 are $\sim 100 \, k\Omega$, while those in Fig. 3 range from 2.7 to 95 $k\Omega$ for molecule-containing junctions. The magnitudes of these different resistance values illustrate that the conductance of the e-Si itself is sufficient to obtain molecule-controlled electrical measurements if a 4-wire mode is used to eliminate lead resistance. In addition, the extrapolated contact resistance, from a plot of the natural log of junction resistance (determined at low voltage) vs. thickness, is 4.8 $\Omega$ (see Fig. S-4B in the supplemental information). These results indicate that contact resistance does not significantly contribute to the measured junction conductance. Thus, variation of the molecular structure should result in electronic characteristics that reflect some aspect of the molecular component.

The identity of the molecular layer can impact a molecular junction through several factors. First, the molecular energy levels, often simplified by considering the frontier orbital energies, are clearly dependent on structure. The tunnelling barrier is often taken as the offset between the contact Fermi level(s) and the lowest molecular energy level (usually the HOMO or LUMO, see Scheme 1). In this situation and with adequately thin layer thicknesses, charge carriers can be transported across the molecular layer through a non-resonant quantum mechanical tunneling mechanism. Second, electronic coupling between the molecular layer and the contact materials can influence the conductance of the junction. Third, the dielectric constant, effective carrier mass, and perhaps other parameters may also depend on molecular structure. While we will not attempt a systematic study of these factors here, we have fabricated molecular junctions using a structurally distinct set of molecules to compare to the aromatic layers discussed so far.

Alkane layers are often used to make molecular junctions, with a value for $\beta$ reported to be $\sim 10$ nm$^{-1}$. Thus, alkanes represent a good test of molecular signature in a junction.

**Fig. 4** Arrhenius plot for PPF/AB(3.8)/Si(30)/Au(20) junction. The value of the Arrhenius slope above 200 K (5 on the 1000 T$^{-1}$ scale) corresponds to a “barrier” value of 8 meV.

**Fig. 5** $J$–$V$ curves for a series of junctions with a 3.8 nm layer of azobenzene (AB) and three thickness of e-Si. A 20 nm layer of Au was deposited onto the e-Si in all cases. Error bars represent $\pm$ one standard deviation (scaled properly for a natural log).
Scheme 1 Simplified energy level diagram showing the barrier for hole tunneling resulting from the offset between the contact Fermi level and the molecular HOMO. As shown in Table S-3 in supplemental information, different molecules will have different HOMO energies and this can explain, in part, the differences in conductance as a function of structure. The horizontal lines in the contacts represent the continuous density of states in the both the PPF and e-Si, which are both lower in magnitude that a typical metal.

Fig. 6 shows \( J-V \) curves for junctions with three different thicknesses of octyl amine molecular layers. An attenuation plot (see supplemental information Fig. S-7) gives \( \beta \approx 9.9 \text{ nm}^{-1} \), which is reasonable given similar reported values for alkane-containing junctions measured in a variety of formats.\(^1\) In addition, a comparison of junctions made using similar thicknesses of an aromatic or aliphatic layer made at the same time shows that the junction containing the saturated molecule is 4–8 times less conducting than that containing an aromatic azobenzene layer (see supplemental information Fig. S-8).

Scheme 1 shows a simplified energy level diagram that illustrates the formation of a tunneling barrier \( \phi \) for holes due to the offset between the contact Fermi level and the molecular HOMO \( (\text{i.e., } \phi = E_F - E_{\text{HOMO}}) \). The values for molecular HOMO and LUMO levels are compiled in supplemental information Table S-3, calculated using Gaussian '03\(^5\) DFT (B3LYP) with a 6-31G(d) basis set, along with \( E_F - E_{\text{HOMO}} \) values. Analysis of these data show that the barrier for AB (derived from gas-phase monomers) is expected to be \( \sim 0.1 \) eV lower than that for the octyl amine, and therefore a higher current is expected for the AB junction, matching the observation.

However, we note that this simplified picture does not take into account several important factors that can also determine the magnitude of \( J \) and the shape of the \( J-V \) curve. For example, we recently outlined an adaptation of the Simmons tunneling model for molecular junctions that takes into account several parameters that impact the tunnel barrier shape, and found that as the length of aromatic molecules increase,\(^7\) many of these parameters change due to the delocalized nature of the electronic orbitals in aromatic structures. Thus, the values of the dielectric constant, effective carrier mass, and perhaps other parameters that impact the barrier shape can be expected to depend on the extent of electronic delocalization within the molecular component, which is substantial (and length dependent) for aromatic structures but negligible in the case of aliphatic molecules. The dynamic nature of the barrier shape for aromatic molecular junctions and the relative static picture for aliphatics impacts the values of \( \beta \) obtained as well as the overall conductance that is observed for a given junction.

Fig. 7 shows a plot of \( J-V \) curves for junctions with similar thicknesses of NAB, but using different top contact materials. All of the curves show a symmetric response with similar shapes. However, the conductances of the Cu junctions are much higher than that for the Si device, even though the thickness of one of the Cu devices is larger than that for the Si device. For example, at +0.5 V, the conductance of the Cu top contact devices is a factor of \( \sim 240 \) (for the 4.5 nm NAB layer) or \( \sim 20 \) (for the 3.3 nm NAB layer) times more than that for a 3.8 nm layer of NAB with an e-Si top contact. The example shown in Fig. 7 presents a clear case where the conductance must be analyzed by considering the junction in its entirety. Clearly, some property or properties of the top contact have a large impact on overall junction conductance. However, due to the large number of factors that can influence a molecular junction, the main contribution(s) to these changes is not easily identified. In other words, the overall performance of a molecular junction is not only controlled by the type of molecule but also by the layers involved in finishing the device. In the present case, the e-Si film is not affecting the thickness dependence of quantum tunnelling through molecular junctions but is playing some role in determining the overall conductance of the device.

---

**Fig. 6** \( J-V \) curves for junctions made using octylamine with three different thicknesses, where \( \beta = 9.9 \text{ nm}^{-1} \).

**Fig. 7** \( J-V \) curves for junctions containing NAB with e-Si or Cu top contacts. The Cu devices, which were reported recently\(^7\) are more conductive than the e-Si devices, even when the molecular layer thickness is larger.
As discussed earlier, the mechanism for charge transport in the junctions considered here is likely tunneling and this probably applies to all of the junctions in Fig. 7. Often, the tunneling barrier for a molecular junction is approximated by considering the offset between the Fermi level in the contacts and one or more molecular orbitals (quite often this is simplified by considering the frontier orbitals). In order to determine if this simple model can explain the results in Fig. 7, we have measured several properties of the e-Si films.

Raman spectroscopy was used to determine disorder in the e-Si film. Raman spectra shown in the supplemental information (Fig. S-9) indicate that our as-deposited e-Si films are amorphous, with no indication of crystallinity. This is supported by UV-vis characterization (Fig. S-11), which shows an optical gap of ~1.1 eV, but no features that show any distinguishable crystalline film structure. Finally, Fig. S-12 of the supplemental information shows a Kelvin probe measurement of a PPF surface coated with a 30 nm e-Si film, where the measured work function decreases from 5.0 eV for the uncoated PPF area to 4.2 eV for the area with the e-Si film. From these observations and previous characterizations of the work function of various films measured by Kelvin probe, we find that the work function of the PPF is 5.0 eV, that for e-beam deposited Cu is 4.7 eV, and that for e-Si is 4.2 eV. The Simmons model used for PPF/molecule/Cu junctions, predicts that a barrier height increase from ~1.1 eV to ~5 eV is required to explain the difference in conductance apparent in Fig. 7. Clearly the measured work function changes alone are not sufficient to explain Fig. 7, indicating that other differences between Cu and e-Si must affect junction conductance.

The electron carrier density of Si (~10^{10} cm^{-3}) is much lower than that for Cu (~10^{20} cm^{-3}); this is reflected in the much higher (i.e., more than 9 orders of magnitude) resistivity values for our e-Si films compared to reported values for Cu. This can influence the conductivity of the junction by making fewer carriers available for tunneling across the molecular layer in the case of e-Si. Thus, the apparent two orders of magnitude lower conductance for the e-Si films may be an effect of the lower carrier density. Along these same lines, the density of states of the material could play a similar role, although in this case the origin of the lower conductance would be rooted in fewer available states for the carrier to tunnel into (a subtle, but possibly important difference). Finally, other factors, such as interfacial electronic coupling, could be contributing to the difference in conduction between e-Si and Cu top contact devices.

Conclusions

We have presented a method for fabricating molecular junctions using electron beam evaporated Si as a top contact. The electrical characteristics of junctions containing both aliphatic and aromatic molecular layers of variable thickness were described, and the impact of molecular structure on the conductance of the junctions was evaluated. In addition, temperature dependent change in junction conductance was used to investigate the charge transport mechanism. The exponential variation of junction conductance with molecular layer thickness and the relative independence of junction current over a 100–400 K temperature range are consistent with quantum mechanical tunneling across the molecular layer. For the aromatic molecular layers, despite having an apparently similar charge transport mechanism (i.e., similar β values and temperature dependence) to junctions with Cu metal top contacts, the overall current is much lower for the devices made with e-Si. Although we cannot currently determine the origin of this difference, we can conclude that a molecular junction must be considered as a system, together with the contacts, in order to fully understand all the factors that determine the current. Thus, although the e-Si films can be considered as a conductor that makes ohmic contact to the molecular layers used in this study, there are a variety of parameters that may influence the conductance of the device. Possible factors that can influence the devices made with e-Si include, but are not limited to: a lower carrier density or density of states (possibly a manifestation of the low conductance of the e-Si film compared to Cu), a low level of electronic coupling between the Si and the molecular layers, and a lower mobility for the charge carriers in the e-Si film, which is reflected in the lower number of carriers able to tunnel across the molecular layer. In addition, the fact that e-Si is a covalent conductor should significantly reduce problems with oxidation or electromigration of metallic contacts.

The influence of the molecular layer on junction conductance when using e-Si films was clearly demonstrated by the variation in junction behaviour with molecular structure and thickness. However, it is also apparent that the e-Si significantly affects the magnitude of the junction conductance. There are a variety of possible experiments that may help to answer some of the questions raised by these results. In addition, by controlling the properties of the Si film (e.g., by doping it either during or after deposition), it may also be possible to probe the effect of other parameters that may be important in determining junction conductance (e.g., charge carrier sign and mobility). In any case, the use of e-Si films in the fabrication of molecular electronic junctions will be a valuable tool for investigations of transport mechanisms and possibly in the design of functional electronic devices that incorporate molecular components.
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